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HYMNS TO MARUTS
RV 5.52
ṛṣi: šyāvāšva ātreya; devatā: marudgaṇa; chanda:: anuṣṭup, 6, 17 paṅkti

à Zya?vañ x&:[u/yacaR? m/éiÑ/r! \Kv?i-> ,

ye A?Ôae/"m! A?nu:v/x< ïvae/ md?iNt y/i}ya>? . 5-052-01
te ih iSw/rSy/ zv?s>/ soa?y>/ siNt? x&:[u/ya ,

te yam/Ú! Aa x&?;/iÖn/s! Tmna? paiNt/ zñ?t> . 5-052-02
te Sy/NÔasae/ nae][ae =?it :kNdiNt/ zvR?rI> ,

m/éta/m! Axa/ mhae? id/iv ]/ma c? mNmhe . 5-052-03
m/éTsu? vae dxImih/ Staem<? y/}< c? x&:[u/ya ,

ivñe/ ye manu?;a yu/ga paiNt/ mTy¡? ir/;> . 5-052-04

AhR?Ntae/ ye su/dan?vae/ nrae/ Asa?imzvs> ,

à y/}< y/i}ye?_yae id/vae A?caR m/éÑ(>? . 5-052-05
Aa é/KmEr! Aa yu/xa nr? \/:va \/òIr! A?s&]t ,

ANv! @?na /Ah? iv/*utae? m/étae/ jJH?tIr! #v -a/nur! A?tR/ Tmna? id/v> . 5-052-06
ye va?v&/xNt/ paiwR?va/ y %/rav! A/Ntir?]/ Aa ,

v&/jne? va n/dIna<? s/xSwe? va m/hae id/v> . 5-052-07

zxaˆR/ maé?t/m! %c! D<?s s/Tyz?vs/m! \_v?sm! ,

%/t Sm/ te zu/-e nr>/ à Sy/NÔa yu?jt/ Tmna? . 5-052-08

%/t Sm/ te pé?:{ya/m! ^[aR? vst zu/NXyv>? ,

%/t p/Vya rwa?na/m! AiÔ?m! i-Nd/NTy! Aaej?sa . 5-052-09
Aap?wyae/ ivp?w/yae =?NtSpwa/ Anu?pwa> ,

@/tei-/r! mý</ nam?i-r! y/}< iv?òa/r Aae?hte . 5-052-10
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Axa/ nrae/ Ny! Aaeh/te =?xa in/yut? Aaehte ,

Axa/ para?vta/ #it? ic/Ça ê/pai[/ dZyaR? . 5-052-11
D/Nd/Stu->? k…-/Nyv/ %Ts/m! Aa kI/ir[ae? n&tu> ,

te me/ ke ic/n! n ta/yv/ ^ma? Aasn! †/iz iTv/;e . 5-052-12

y \/:va \/iòiv?*ut> k/vy>/ siNt? ve/xs>? ,

tm! \?;e/ maé?t< g/[< n?m/Sya r/mya? ig/ra . 5-052-13
ACD? \;e/ maé?t< g/[< da/na im/Ç< n yae/;[a? ,

id/vae va? x&:[v/ Aaej?sa Stu/ta xI/i-r! #?;{yt . 5-052-14

nU m?Nva/n @?;a< de/va ACDa/ n v/][a? ,

da/na s?cet sU/iri-/r! yam?ïutei-r! A/iÃi->? . 5-052-15

à ye me? bNXve/;e ga< vaec?Nt sU/ry>/ p&iî<? vaecNt ma/tr?m! ,
Axa? ip/tr?m! #/i:m[<? é/Ô< vae?cNt/ izKv?s> . 5-052-16

s/Ý me? s/Ý za/ikn/ @k??<@ka z/ta d?Ê> ,

y/muna?ya/m! Aix? ïu/tm! %d! raxae/ gVy?m! m&je/ in raxae/ AZVy?m! m&je . 5-052-17

Analysis of RV 5.52
à Zya?vañ x&:[u/yacaR? m/éiÑ/r! \Kv?i-> ,

ye A?Ôae/"m! A?nu:v/x< ïvae/ md?iNt y/i}ya>? . 5-052-01
prá śyāvaaśva dhṛṣṇuyā́ árcā marúdbhir ŕ̥kvabhiḥ
yé adroghám anuṣvadháṃ śrávo mádanti yajñíyāḥ 5.052.01
Forward! Shyavasva, violently on with thy illumined thought by the Thought-powers that
sing to thee their sentences of light, gods of the sacrifice who have rapture of an
inspiration that betrays them not, for it follows Nature’s self-forming force. (1)
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Interpretation:
“Fulfilling all by daring movement forward, O Shyavashva, sing the illumining Hymn by
which the gods of the Sacrifice get into the ecstasy of Knowledge, together with the
Thought-gods who are the singers of the Hymns of Light! It cannot fail, for it is
[working] in accordance with the Nature’s force!”
This idea that it cannot fail the movement of the Spirit, adrogham, because it is done in
accordance with the Nature’s force, anuṣvadham, is an indication of the Supramental
action in the world. It is this characteristic which determines the power of Dharma as a
particular action of the spirit conquering Nature. If it is done by the Supramental Force
or its representatives: Indra with Maruts, it will reveal the Consciousness which
embraces both domains of the Spirit and the Matter. It knows what is to be worked out
first in the nature to fit the soul’s vision. The Veda is this Universal Knowledge: the
vision of the Soul to work out something of its own in Nature. The Veda is always given
at the beginning of each Manvantara, according to the Brahmanic tradition, to work out
new possibilities of the Spirit in manifestation.
Vocabulary:
ṛkvan, mfn. praising, jubilant with praise RV. AV. xviii , 1 , 47.
adrogham mfn. free from falsehood, true RV.; (a-drogham) ind. without falsehood RV. viii, 60, 4.
anuṣvadham, ind. according to one's will, voluntary RV.
arc, m. (instr. arcā)fn. shining, brilliant [Gmn.] RV. vi , 34 , 4.

te ih iSw/rSy/ zv?s>/ soa?y>/ siNt? x&:[u/ya ,

te yam/Ú! Aa x&?;/iÖn/s! Tmna? paiNt/ zñ?t> . 5-052-02
té hí sthirásya śávasaḥ sákhāyaḥ sánti dhṛṣṇuyā́
té yā́mann ā́ dhṛṣadvínas tmánā pãnti śáśvataḥ 5.052.02
Violent are they, yet comrades of a firm gleaming Strength; full of boldness in their
driving, but linked each to each they protect by their self-truth thy march. (2)

Intepretation:
“Violently they are friends of the steady might, in their movement full of courage,
protecting all [creatures] by their own self.”
It is interesting to note here about tmanā pānti šašvataḥ, ‘protecting all by their own
Self’; where the root pā, to protect, is used; it has another meaning also ‘to drink’, which
has a connotation of filling from within the body which thus cannot be harmed, for the
dweller within is its protector. The protection does not take place from without but from
within. I think that it is a major difference between pāti and rakṣati, where rakṣati is ‘to
protect from without’: to scare away, as it were, the forces which try to come close from
outside.
Vocabulary:
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šavas, n. (orig. ‘swelling , increase’) strength, power, might, superiority, prowess, valour, heroism
RV. AV.
dhṛṣadvin, mfn. bold, courageous, confident; (ā) ind. boldly, courageously, strongly RV.

te Sy/NÔasae/ nae][ae =?it :kNdiNt/ zvR?rI> ,

m/éta/m! Axa/ mhae? id/iv ]/ma c? mNmhe . 5-052-03
té syandrā́so ná ukṣáṇo áti ṣkandanti śárvarīḥ
marútām ádhā máho diví kṣamā́ ca manmahe 5.052.03
Swift-charging bulls of the diffusion, they leap beyond our Nights; then in their heaven
as on our containing earth we mentalise the vast expansion of the Thought-gods. (3)

Interpretation:
“They are swift like bulls, they reach beyond our Nights! Thus we mentalize the
greatness of the Maruts in Heaven and on Earth [of our being].”
Maruts are ‘the thought-attaining powers of the Life’ according to Sri Aurobindo. On the
highest level they are the powers of the Vitality in the Universal Mind (Higher Mind)
reaching to the levels of the Illumined Mind and to the ordinary physical universal Mind,
the heaven of Yama, according to the Hiranyastupa Angirasa.
On the level of the Universal Vital they represent the vital life and link the two
hemispheres of Heaven and Earth, Mind and Body. And on the level of embodied
physical existence they represent the physical life, linking the physical mind and body.
That is why the Rishi says: ‘in their heaven as on our containing earth we mentalise the
vast expansion of the Thought-gods’.
Vocabulary:
syandra, mfn. running , rushing , swift , fleet RV. transient , transitory ib.
šarvarī, f. the (star-spangled) night RV.; pl. the spotted steeds of the Maruts RV.
skand, 1. P., to leap , jump , hop , dart , spring , spurt out , be spilt or effused (esp. said of
semen) RV. &c. &c.
kṣam (instr. of 2. kṣam q.v.) ind. on the earth, on the floor g. svar-ādi

m/éTsu? vae dxImih/ Staem<? y/}< c? x&:[u/ya ,

ivñe/ ye manu?;a yu/ga paiNt/ mTy¡? ir/;> . 5-052-04
marútsu vo dadhīmahi stómaṃ yajñáṃ ca dhr̥ṣṇuyā́
víśve yé mā́nuṣā yugā́ pã́nti mártiyaṃ riṣáḥ 5.052.04
In the Thought-gods we establish by their bold violence affirmation and sacrifice and
they protect throughout our human epochs our mortality from the Enemy’s harms. (4)

Interpretation:
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“In the Thought-gods we should hold firmly our Affirmation of Yours and the Sacrifice,
and in all those, who protect the mortal from the harm of those who are always trying
to harm him over the epochs of human evolution.”
This mortal form is to be protected by the higher light through Maruts, as the vital
forces;
Vocabulary:
riṣ f. injury or an injurer RV.; (- riṣe, riṣas Ved. inf.) to be hurt or injured, receive harm, suffer
wrong, perish, be lost, fail RV.
dhṛṣṇuyā ind. boldly , strongly , firmly RV.

AhR?Ntae/ ye su/dan?vae/ nrae/ Asa?imzvs> ,

à y/}< y/i}ye?_yae id/vae A?caR m/éÑ(>? . 5-052-05
árhanto yé sudā́navo náro ásāmiśavasaḥ
prá yajñáṃ yajñíyebhiyo divó arcā marúdbhiyaḥ 5.052.05
They are soul-strengths that become adept in us for the conquest, perfect in force of
achievement, no half-strengths of the light; forward through heaven illumine the
sacrifice with thy verse for the Thought-powers, gods of the sacrifice. (5)

Interpretation:
“Great are the souls who are pouring out abundantly [onto us the heavenly rain of the
Truth], and not those semi-powerful ones! Flame by the Word, fulfilling the Sacrifice for
the Thought-gods worthy of Sacrifice!”
When the soul is joining with the movement of the Maruts, they become the adepts of
knowledge for the conquest, and they change their status from the half-illumined state
into the fully illumined power of the mind: asāmi-šavasaḥ.
Vocabulary:
arhat, mfn. deserving, entitled to (acc.) RV.; worthy, venerable , respectable ŠBr. AitBr. &c.
sudānu, mfn. pouring out or bestowing abundantly , bounteous , munificent (said of various
gods) RV. AV.
asāmi, mfn. not half , entire , complete RV.; ind. completely RV.

Aa é/KmEr! Aa yu/xa nr? \/:va \/òIr! A?s&]t ,
ANv! @?na~ /Ah? iv/*utae? m/étae/ jJH?tIr! #v -a/nur! A?tR/ Tmna? id/v> . 5-052-06
ā́rukmaír ā́yudhā́ nára ṛṣvā́ ṛṣṭī́r asṛkṣata
ánv enām̐ áha vidyúto marúto jájhjhatīr iva bhānúr arta tmánā diváḥ 5.052.06
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By their golden gleamings, by their battling these soul-strengths move towards
knowledge and cast out their searching spears; yea, the lightnings leap at the will of the
Thought-gods,1 then of itself the Light of the Sun arises in our heaven. (6)

Interpretation:
“With golden radiant discs and weapons the noble hero-souls released their shining
spears!
And following these Thought-gods [and their casting] the lightnings leap out from
Heaven as if laughing (or splashing), and the Light of the Sun comes thus from
Heaven.”
Vocabulary:
rukma, m. ‘what is bright or radiant’, an ornament of gold, golden chain or disc RV. AV. (here n.)
VS. Br.
ṛṣva, mf(ā)n. (ṛṣ ?) , elevated , high RV. AV. VS.; sublime , great , noble (as gods) RV.
aha, ind. (as a particle implying ascertainment , affirmation , certainty , &c.) surely , certainly RV.
AV. ŠBr.
jhajh, f. pl. (scil. āpas) splashing or rushing waters (Nir. vi , 16) RV. v , 52 , 6.

ye va?v&/xNt/ paiwR?va/ y %/rav! A/Ntir?]/ Aa ,
v&/jne? va n/dIna<? s/xSwe? va m/hae id/v> . 5-052-07
yé vāvr̥dhánta pā́rthivā yá urā́v antárikṣa ā́
vr̥jáne vā nadī́nãṃ sadhásthe vā mahó diváḥ 5.052.07
They increase the mights of our clay in the wide intervening spaces and in the energy of
the rivers of Truth and in their place in the vast heaven. (7)

Interpretation:
“Those who have grown and growing still in the wideness of the earthly regions, who
also grew in the wide spaces of the air, or in the sacred place of the Rivers, and in the
vastness (togetherness) of the Greater Heaven!”
Vocabulary:
vṛjana, (once vṛj-) n. an enclosure, cleared or fenced or fortified place (esp. ‘sacrificial enclosure’
; but also `pasture or camping ground, settlement , town or village and its inhabitants') RV.;
crookedness , wickedness , deceit , wile , intrigue ib.

zxaˆR/ maé?t/m! %c! D<?s s/Tyz?vs/m! \_v?sm! ,
%/t Sm/ te zu/-e nr>/ à Sy/NÔa yu?jt/ Tmna? . 5-052-08
śárdho mā́rutam úc chaṃsa satyáśavasam ŕ̥bhvasam
1

Or, their lightnings obey them
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utá sma té śubhé náraḥ prá syandrā́yujata tmánā 5.052.08
Express upward the force of the Thought-gods who have the luminous power of the
truth and skill to shape it; then of themselves these strengths of the soul are self-yoked
and they charge in our forward march towards the light and bliss. (8)

Interpretation:
“Aspire in your prayer to the multitude of the Thought-gods, which is true in power and
skillful in manifesting the Truth!
And thus these swift hero-souls by themselves move ahead in search of light and bliss.”
Vocabulary:
šardhas, mfn. = šardhat (only in compar. šadhas-tara, more daring or defiant) RV.; n. a troop,
host, multitude (cf. šārdha) ib.
ṛbhvas, mfn. clever, skilful , prudent , wise (N. of Indra, Tvaṣṭṛ, Agni , &c.) RV. AV.

%/t Sm/ te pé?:{ya/m! ^[aR? vst zu/NXyv>? ,

%/t p/Vya rwa?na/m! AiÔ?m! i-Nd/NTy! Aaej?sa . 5-052-09
utá sma té páruṣṇiyām ū́rṇā vasata śundhyávaḥ
utá pavyā́ráthānãm ádrim bhindanti ójasā 5.052.09
Both in the streams of its wide-flowing flood they purify themselves and garb
themselves with its densities and here with the wheel of their chariots they break open
the material hill. (9)

Interpretation:
“And thus they wore the woolen cloth in the wide-flowing flood of Paruṣṇī, bright and
radiant! And by the wheel of their chariots they split by force the Rock of Subconscious.”
Sri Aurobindo translates te paruṣṇām ūrṇā vasata šundhyavaḥ as ‘in the streams of the
wide-flowing flood they purify themselves and garb themselves with its densities’. Wool,
ūrṇa is always used in a sense of purification; it is through a sieve made of wool that the
Soma is purified. So here it is an allusion of the wide-flowing flood, paruṣṇī, in which the
Maruts dive and dress themselves in wool, which symbolically can be understood as
purifying themselves in the wide flood of the River and garbing themselves with its
densities.
Vocabulary:
šundhyu, mfn. pure , bright , radiant , beautiful
ūṛna, n. wool
paruṣa, mf(ā)n. (older f. paruṣṇī) knotty (as reed) AV.; spotted, variegated, dirty-coloured RV.
&c. &c.; hard , stiff , rugged , rough , uneven , shaggy MBh. Kāv. &c.; intertwined with creepers
(as a tree) Kathās. [606,1]; piercing , keen , sharp , violent , harsh , severe , unkind ib.;(-ṣṇī) f.
N. of one of the rivers of the Panjab now called Ravī RV.; n. harsh and contumelious speech,
abuse MBh. Kāv. &c.
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Aap?wyae/ ivp?w/yae =?NtSpwa/ Anu?pwa> ,

@/tei-/r! mý</ nam?i-r! y/}< iv?òa/r Aae?hte . 5-052-10
ā́pathayo vípathayo ántaspathā ánupathāḥ
etébhir máhyaṃ nā́mabhir yajñáṃ viṣṭārá ohate 5.052.10
With paths that come home to us and paths that radiate out wide from us and paths
within us and paths that follow our movement, and by all these their Names extended,
they come galloping to my sacrifice. (10)

Interpretation:
“With paths that return and go widely out, with paths that lead inside and the paths one
has to follow, by these different ways (names) they rush onto me, widely scattered they
rush onto my sacrifice.”
It is a description of experience of interaction with the Maruts. The last phrase one can
literally translate as ‘for me by these different ways they, who got scattered all over,
vistāraḥ, consider the sacrifice, yajñam ohate.’
The sacrifice is considered, noted or attended by them, who are now moving all over, by
these different Names, for me, mahyam, or for my sake.
Vocabulary:
āpathi, m. (fr. pathin with ā) , travelling hither or near RV. v , 52 , 10.
antaspatha, mfn. being on the way RV. v , 52 , 10.
anupatha, mfn. following the road RV. v , 52 , 10
viṣṭāraḥ, m. a layer of grass (?) RV. v , 52 , 10 (others `the far spread host’, of the Maruts)
ūh, 1. P. A. ūhati, -te (Ved. ohate) , &c., to observe , mark , note , attend to , heed , regard RV.
AV. ; to expect , hope for , wait for , listen for RV.; to comprehend, conceive, conjecture, guess,
suppose, infer, reason, deliberate upon MBh. BhP. Nyāyam. &c.
ūh, 1. P. A. ūhati, -te, (connected with vah, q.v. , and in some forms not to be distinguished from
it) , to push , thrust , move , remove (only when compounded with prepositions) to change ,

alter , modify.

Axa/ nrae/ Ny! Aaeh/te =?xa in/yut? Aaehte ,

Axa/ para?vta/ #it? ic/Ça ê/pai[/ dZyaR? . 5-052-11
ádhā náro ní ohate ádhā niyúta ohate
ádhā pā́rāvatā íti citrā́rūpā́ṇi dárśiyā 5.052.11
Now as human things they gallop in and now as yoke-steeds of the nervous Life and
now they are thoughts from the supreme and wear richly-shining forms of vision. (11)

Interpretation:
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“Now they attend [to the core of our being] as the soul-powers, now they attend as the
yoked steeds of the vital force, and now from the beyond, it is thus that their forms
should be seen.”
It is interesting that there are three positions mentioned here by which they attend to
the sacrifice as:
1) the soul-powers, narāḥ, in the depth of our being ni ohate;
2) the vital forces, which are controlled: niyutaḥ;
3) the transcendental power, pārāvatāḥ.
Vocabulary:
niyut, team of horses (esp. of Vayu's horses) ib. VS. TS.; pl. series of words, verses, a poem RV.;
forming a series, flowing continuously or abundantly (as Soma) ib.

D/Nd/Stu->? k…-/Nyv/ %Ts/m! Aa kI/ir[ae? n&tu> ,

te me/ ke ic/n! n ta/yv/ ^ma? Aasn! †/iz iTv/;e . 5-052-12
chandastúbhaḥ kubhanyáva útsam ā́ kīríṇo nr̥tuḥ
té me ké cin ná tāyáva ū́mā āsan dr̥śí tviṣé 5.052.12
They maintain the rhythms, they thirst for the waters and, victorious in the work, they
dance about the source. They are unseen extenders of my being, my increasers who
were with me for a blazing force in the vision. (12)

Interpretation:
“Affirming (cosmic) Rhythm, desiring heavenly Waters, they dance, moving closer to the
source, doing all the work of the Sacrifice. They are like some extenders of my self
become the helpers in the Vision to uphold the dynamic Power [of the Truth].”
Vocabulary:
kubhanyu, mfn. desirous of water [Sāy. said of the poets] RV. v , 52 , 12.
kīrin, mfn. praising RV. v , 4 , 10 and 40 , 8; m. a praiser RV. i , 100 , 9; v , 52 , 12.
tāyu, m. = st- , a thief RV.

y \/:va \/iòiv?*ut> k/vy>/ siNt? ve/xs>? ,

tm! \?;e/ maé?t< g/[< n?m/Sya r/mya? ig/ra . 5-052-13
yá r̥ṣvā́r̥ṣṭívidyutaḥ kaváyaḥ sánti vedhásaḥ
tám r̥ṣe mā́rutaṃ gaṇáṃ namasyā́ramáyā girā́ 5.052.13
They are finders of knowledge and their lightnings are as spears that search; they are
seers, they are creators of harmony; O sage, bow down to the banded Thought-gods
and give them delight by thy speech. (13)

Interpretation:
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“Who are great warriors with lightning-spears, the poets wise are they, creating order,
vedhasaḥ!
O Rishi, this crowd of Maruts you by your voice should gladden, and thus surrender to
the Thought-gods.”
Vocabulary:
vedhas, mfn. (in some meanings prob. connected with vi-dhā) pious, religious, virtuous, good,
brave (also applied to gods) RV. AV. TS. MBh. Hariv.; m. a worshipper of the gods RV.; an
arranger , disposer , creator (esp. applied to Brahmā, but also to Prajapati , Purusha , Šiva ,
Viṣṇu , Dharma , the Sun &c.) MBh. Kāv. &c.

ACD? \;e/ maé?t< g/[< da/na im/Ç< n yae/;[a? ,

id/vae va? x&:[v/ Aaej?sa Stu/ta xI/i-r! #?;{yt . 5-052-14
ácha rṣe mā́rutaṃ gaṇáṃ dānā́mitráṃ ná yoṣáṇā
divó vā dhr̥ṣṇava ójasā stutā́ dhībhír iṣaṇyata 5.052.14
O sage, approach the banded Thought-gods as one comes to a friend with the goddess
who discerns and disparts as with the bride of thy love; then shall they in thy heavens,
affirmed, aggressive in their energy rush forward with thy thoughts. (14)

Interpretation:
“Straight , O Rishi, to the crowd of Maruts, like a woman to a friend as a gift, who
discerns.
O Strong upholders [of the Sacrifice], by your force, rush from the heaven, divo vā, with
your thought powers, dhībhiḥ, when you are affirmed here, stutāḥ.”
Vocabulary:
dāna, 2 n. cutting off. splitting , dividing L.; m. (only in RV. but cf. vasu-) distribution of food or
of a sacrificial meal; imparting, communicating , liberality part , share , possession distributor ,
dispenser RV. vii , 27 , 4.
iṣaṇya, Nom. P. iṣaṇyati (p. iṣaṇyat RV. iii , 61 , 7) to cause to make haste , excite , drive RV.

nU m?Nva/n @?;a< de/va~ ACDa/ n v/][a? ,

da/na s?cet sU/iri-/r! yam?ïutei-r! A/iÃi->? . 5-052-15
nū́ manvāná eṣãṃ devā́m̐ áchā ná vakṣáṇā
dānā́saceta sūríbhir yā́maśrutebhir añjíbhiḥ 5.052.15
If a man mentalises these, towards the godheads by the thought that bears, then by the
thought that discerns and disparts he shall be joined to them in the light of knowledge,
in their inspiration of movement, in their gleamings out. (15)

Interpretation:
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“And now, who mentalises them [he comes to them], as if the offering would go to
godheads; and with the thought discerning he should join them together with the
shining ones who thus distill delight of their being, sūribhiḥ, having become inspired by
the movement [towards the Truth], smoothened (illumined) by clarity of its
mentalisation.”
Vocabulary:
vakṣaṇa, 2 m. ( vah) , prob. 'rushing along’ N. of Agni; mf(ī)n. strengthening, refreshing ,
invigorating RV. x , 64 , 9; refreshment , oblation RV. v , 52 , 15.
acchā, or to attain , go towards RV. &c. (so at the end of a pada) , or usually acchā ind. , Ved.
to , towards (governing acc. and rarely the locative). It is a kind of separable preposition or prefix
to verbs and verbal derivatives.
añji, mfn. applying an ointment or pigment RV.; ointment, brilliancy RV.; unctuous, smooth, sleek
(membrum virile) VS.
sūri, m. a presser or extractor of Soma , Soma sacrificer RV.

à ye me? bNXve/;e ga< vaec?Nt sU/ry>/ ,

p&iî<? vaecNt ma/tr?m! Axa? ip/tr?m! #/i:m[<? é/Ô< vae?cNt/ izKv?s> . 5-052-16
prá yé me bandhueṣé gã́ṃ vócanta sūráyaḥ
pŕ̥śniṃ vocanta mātáram ádhā pitáram iṣmíṇaṃ
rudráṃ vocanta śíkvasaḥ 5.052.16
That I might seek the divine Friend, they illumined, declared to me first their many-hued
Mother,2 yea, they declared the bright Mother of the herds; then their Father who gives
us the impulsions they declared, the Terrible One3 (they who are his mights). (16)

Interpretation:
“Those who distill delight of their being told me about the Mother of the Light that I may
seek my kinship [with the Truth]! They called the Mother Prishni, and the Father Rudra,
the Lord of Power of luminous Impulsion, for they are his powers.”
Vocabulary:
bandhveṣa, m. inquiring after kindred RV.
iṣmin, mfn. going quickly , speedy , impetuous (said of the winds) RV.
šikvas, mfn. mighty , powerful , able RV.

s/Ý me? s/Ý za/ikn/ @k??<@ka z/ta d?Ê> ,
y/muna?ya/m! Aix? ïu/tm! %d! raxae/ gVy?m! m&je/ in raxae/ AZVy?m! m&je . 5-052-17
saptá me saptá śākína ékam-ekā śatā́daduḥ
2

The dappled Cow, mental Nature, mother of the Thought-gods by her light.
Rudra, the dread Master of Life, the terrible and easily-angered Compeller of the ascending
evolution, father of the upward storming Thought-powers by his nervous impulsions.
3
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yamúnāyām ádhi śrutám úd rā́dho gáviyam mr̥je
ní rā́dho áśviyam mr̥je 5.052.17
Seven by seven in their power, each seven his complete hundred gave to me; in the
waters of Yamuna I cleanse my wealth and inspiration of her shining herds, I purify my
glad wealth of his steeds. (17)

Interpretation:
“Seven times seven the powerful beings, one by one bestowed upon me their hundred;
In the streams of Yamuna I purify my inspiration and realization of Knowledge and of
Power.”
There is an interesting usage of the verb mṛj, to cleanse, in the last phrase:
úd rā́dho gáviyam mr̥je
ní rā́dho áśviyam mr̥je
“I cleanse my realization of Knowledge upwards;
I cleanse my realization of Power downwards.”
Vocabulary:
šākin, mfn. helpful or powerful RV.
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Appendix:
On two roots of protection pā and rakṣ
rakṣati, 1. P. (Dhātup. xvii , 6)
•
to guard , watch , take care of , protect , save , preserve (‘from’ abl.) RV. &c. &c.;
•
to guard against, ward off, keep away, prevent, frustrate, injure AV.; (A1.)
•
to conceal, hide (?) RV. ix , 68 , 4;
•
to conceal one's self, be afraid (?) ib. x , 68 , 1: Caus. rakṣayati, -te (Pāṇ. 7-4 , 93), to guard ,
watch , save or protect from (abl.) Kāv. Pañcat.
pāti, 2. P. (Dhāt. xxiv , 48)
•
to watch , keep , preserve to protect from , defend against (abl.) RV. &c. &c.
•
to protect (a country) i.e. rule , govern Rājat.
•
to observe , notice , attend to , follow RV. AitBr.
•
to drink, quaff, suck, sip, swallow (with acc., rarely gen., also: pibati, 1. P. (Dhātup. xxii, 27) RV.
&c. &c.
•
(met.) to imbibe, draw in, appropriate, enjoy , feast upon (with the eyes , ears &c.) Mn. MBh. Kāv.
&c.

On Brihaspati and Maruts
Brihaspati is more frequently the hero of this victory. “Brihaspati, coming first into birth
from the great Light in the supreme ether, seven-mouthed, multiply-born, seven-rayed,
dispelled the darknesses; he with his host that possess the stubh and the Rik broke Vala
into pieces by his cry. Shouting Brihaspati drove upwards the bright herds that speed
the offering and they lowed in reply” (IV.50). And again in VI.73.1 and 3, “Brihaspati
who is the hill-breaker, the first-born, the Angirasa . . . . Brihaspati conquered the
treasures (vasūni), great pens this god won full of the kine.” The Maruts also, singers of
the Rik like Brihaspati, are associated, though less directly in this divine action. “He
whom ye foster, O Maruts, shall break open the pen” (VI.66.8), and elsewhere we hear
of the cows of the Maruts (I.38.2). Pushan, the Increaser, a form of the sun-god is also
invoked for the pursuit and recovery of the stolen cattle, (VI.54); “Let Pushan follow
after our kine, let him protect our war-steeds. . . . Pushan, go thou after the kine. . . .
Let him drive back to us that which was lost.” Even Saraswati becomes a slayer of the
Panis. And in Madhuchchhandas' hymn (I.11.5) we have this striking image, “O lord of
the thunderbolt, thou didst uncover the hole of Vala of the cows; the gods, unfearing,
entered speeding (or putting forth their force) into thee.”
Is there a definite sense in these variations which will bind them together into a single
coherent idea or is it at random that the Rishis invoke now this and now the other deity
in the search and war for their lost cattle? If we will consent to take the ideas of the
Veda as a whole instead of bewildering ourselves in the play of separate detail, we shall
find a very simple and sufficient answer. This matter of the lost herds is only part of a
whole system of connected symbols and images. They are recovered by the sacrifice
and the fiery god Agni is the flame, the power and the priest of the sacrifice;—by the
Word, and Brihaspati is the father of the Word, the Maruts its singers or Brahmas,
brahmāṇo marutaḥ, Saraswati its inspiration;—by the Wine, and Soma is the god of the
Wine and the Ashwins its seekers, finders, givers, drinkers. The herds are the herds of
Light and the Light comes by the Dawn and by the Sun of whom Pushan is a form.
Finally, Indra is the head of all these gods, lord of the light, king of the luminous heaven
called Swar,—he is, we say, the luminous or divine Mind; into him all the gods enter and
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take part in his unveiling of the hidden light. We see therefore that there is a perfect
appropriateness in the attribution of one and the same victory to these different deities
and in Madhuchchhandas' image of the gods entering into Indra for the stroke against
Vala. Nothing has been done at random or in obedience to a confused fluidity of ideas.
The Veda is perfect and beautiful in its coherence and its unity.4
On Indra and Maruts
“With the conquest of the shining herds is also associated the conquest or the birth or
illumination of the Dawn and the Sun, but this is a point whose significance we shall
have to consider in another chapter. And associated with the Herds, the Dawn and the
Sun are the Waters; for the slaying of Vritra with the release of the waters and the
defeat of Vala with the release of the herds are two companion and not unconnected
myths. In certain passages even, as in I.32.4, the slaying of Vritra is represented
as the preliminary to the birth of the Sun, the Dawn and Heaven, and in others
the opening of the Hill to the flowing of the Waters. For the general connection we may
note the following passages: VII.90.4, “The Dawns broke forth perfect in their shining
and unhurt; meditating they (the Angirases) found the wide Light; they who desire
opened the wideness of the cows and the waters for them flowed forth from heaven”;
I.72.8, “By right thought the seven Mighty Ones of heaven (the seven rivers) knew the
truth and knew the doors of bliss; Sarama found the strong wideness of the cows and
by that the human creature enjoys”; I.100.18, of Indra and the Maruts, “He with his
shining companions won the field, won the Sun, won the waters”; V.14.4, of Agni, “Agni,
born, shone out slaying the Dasyus, by the Light the Darkness; he found the cows, the
waters and Swar”; VI.60.2, of Indra and Agni, “Ye two warred over the cows, the
waters, Swar, the dawns that were ravished; O Indra, O Agni, thou unitest (to us) the
regions, Swar, the brilliant dawns, the waters and the cows”; I.32.12, of Indra, “O hero,
thou didst conquer the cow, thou didst conquer the Soma; thou didst loose forth to their
flowing the seven rivers.”5
“Indra in becoming the Angiras, becomes Marutwan, possessed of or companioned by
the Maruts, and these Maruts, luminous and violent gods of the storm and the lightning,
uniting in themselves the vehement power of Vayu, the Wind, the Breath, the Lord of
Life and the force of Agni, the Seer-Will, are therefore seers who do the work by the
knowledge, kavayo vidmanā apasaḥ, as well as battling forces who by the power of the
heavenly Breath and the heavenly lightning overthrow the established things, the
artificial obstructions, kṛtrimāṇi rodhāṃsi, in which the sons of Darkness have
entrenched themselves, and aid Indra to overcome Vritra and the Dasyus. They seem to
be in the esoteric Veda the Life-Powers that support by their nervous or vital energies
the action of the thought in the attempt of the mortal consciousness to grow or expand
itself into the immortality of the Truth and Bliss. In any case, they also are described in
VI.49.11 as acting with the qualities of the Angiras (aṅgirasvat), “O young and seers and
powers of the sacrifice, Maruts, come uttering the word to the high place (or desirable
plane of earth or the hill, adhi sānu pṛšneḥ, which is probably the sense of varasyām),

4
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powers increasing, rightly moving (on the path, gāt like the Angiras,6 give joy even to
that which is not illumined (acitram, that which has not received the varied light of the
dawn, the night of our ordinary darkness).” We see here the same characteristics of the
Angiras action, the eternal youth and force of Agni (agne yaviṣṭha), the possession and
utterance of the Word, the seerhood, the doing of the work of sacrifice, the right
movement on the great path which leads as we shall see to the world of the Truth, to
the vast and luminous bliss. The Maruts are even said to be (X.78) as it were “Angirases
with their Sama hymns, they who take all forms,” višvarūpā aṅgiraso na sāmabhiḥ.”7
On Agni and Maruts
“The Veda speaks expressly of “luminous sages”, dyumanto viprāḥ, hand the word sūri,
a seer, is associated with Surya, the sun, by etymology and must originally have meant
luminous. In I.31.1 it is said of this god of the Flame, “Thou, O Agni, wast the first
Angiras, the seer and auspicious friend, a god, of the gods; in the law of thy working the
Maruts with their shining spears were born, seers who do the work by the knowledge.”
Clearly, then, in the conception of Agni Angiras there are two ideas, knowledge and
action; the luminous Agni and the luminous Maruts are by their light seers of the
knowledge, \,r\,si, kavi; and by the light of knowledge the forceful Maruts do the work
because they are born or manifested in the characteristic working (vrata) of Agni. For
Agni himself has been described to us as having the seer-will, kavikratuḥ, the force of
action which works according to the inspired or supramental knowledge (šravas), for it is
that knowledge and not intellectuality which is meant by the word kavi. What then is
this great force, Agni Angiras, saho mahat, but the flaming force of the divine
consciousness with its two twin qualities of Light and Power working in perfect
harmony,—even as the Maruts are described, kavayo vidmanā apasaḥ, seers working by
the knowledge? We have had reason to conclude that Usha is the divine Dawn and not
merely the physical, that her cows or rays of the Dawn and the Sun are the illuminations
of the dawning divine consciousness and that therefore the Sun is the Illuminer in the
sense of the Lord of Knowledge and that Swar, the solar world beyond heaven and
earth, is the world of the divine Truth and Bliss, in a word, that Light in the Veda is the
symbol of knowledge, of the illumination of the divine Truth. We now begin to have
reason for concluding that the Flame, which is only another aspect of Light, is the Vedic
symbol for the Force of the divine consciousness, of the supramental Truth.”8
Invocation of Indra and Agni by Maruts
“Then after the invocation of Indra and Agni by the “words of perfect speech that are
loved of the gods”,—for by those words the Maruts9 perform the sacrifices as seers who
by their seer-knowledge do well the sacrificial work, ukthebhir hi ṣmā kavayaḥ suyajñā .
. . maruto yajanti,—the Rishi next puts into the mouth of men an exhortation and
6
It is to be noted that Sayana here hazards the idea that Angiras means the moving rays (from aṅg to
move) or the Angiras Rishis. If the great scholar had been able to pursue with greater courage his ideas to
their logical conclusion, he would have anticipated the modern theory in its most essential points.
7
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9
The thought-attaining powers of the Life as will appear hereafter.
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mutual encouragement to do even as the Fathers and attain the same divine results.
“Come now, today let us become perfected in thought, let us destroy suffering and
unease, let us embrace the higher good,” eto nu adya sudhyo bhavāma, pra ducchunā
minavāma ā varīyah; “far from us let us put always all hostile things (all the things that
attack and divide, dveṣāṃsi); let us go forward towards the Master of the sacrifice.
Come, let us create the Thought, O friends, (obviously, the seven-headed Angirasthought), which is the Mother (Aditi or the Dawn) and removes the screening pen of the
Cow.” The significance is clear enough; it is in such passages as these that the inner
sense of the Veda half disengages itself from the veil of the symbol.”10
On Mantra, Brahman and Maruts
“The process of formation of the mantra is described in the second verse along with the
conditions of its effectivity. Agastya presents the stoma, hymn at once of affirmation
and of submission, to the Maruts. Fashioned by the heart, it receives its just place in the
mentality through confirmation by the mind. The mantra, though it expresses thought in
mind, is not in its essential part a creation of the intellect. To be the sacred and effective
word, it must have come as an inspiration from the supra-mental plane, termed in Veda,
Ritam, the Truth, and have been received into the superficial consciousness either
through the heart or by the luminous intelligence, manīṣā. The heart in Vedic psychology
is not restricted to the seat of the emotions; it includes all that large tract of
spontaneous mentality, nearest to the subconscient in us, out of which rise the
sensations, emotions, instincts, impulses and all those intuitions and inspirations that
travel through these agencies before they arrive at form in the intelligence. This is the
“heart” of Veda and Vedanta, hṛdaya, hṛd, or brahman. There in the present state of
mankind the Purusha is supposed to be seated centrally. Nearer to the vastness of the
subconscient, it is there that, in ordinary mankind,—man not yet exalted to a higher
plane where the contact with the Infinite is luminous, intimate and direct,—the
inspirations of the Universal Soul can most easily enter in and most swiftly take
possession of the individual soul. It is therefore by the power of the heart that the
mantra takes form. But it has to be received and held in the thought of the intelligence
as well as in the perceptions of the heart; for not till the intelligence has accepted and
even brooded upon it, can that truth of thought which the truth of the Word expresses
be firmly possessed or normally effective. Fashioned by the heart, it is confirmed by the
mind.
But another approval is also needed. The individual mind has accepted; the effective
powers of the Cosmos must also accept. The words of the hymn retained by the mind
form a basis for the new mental posture from which the future thought-energies have to
proceed. The Maruts must approach them and take their stand upon them, the mind of
these universal Powers approve and unite itself with the formations in the mind of the
individual. So only can our inner or our outer action have its supreme effectivity.
Nor have the Maruts any reason to refuse their assent or to persist in the prolongation
of discord. Divine powers who themselves obey a higher law than the personal impulse,
it should be their function, as it is their essential nature, to assist the mortal in his
surrender to the Immortal and increase obedience to the Truth, the Vast towards which
his human faculties aspire.”11
10
11
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On Swar
“From what we already know of these symbols we can easily grasp the inner sense of
the hymn. Indra, the Divine Mind-Power takes their secret wealth from the powers of
the Ignorance with whom he refuses to ally himself even when they are rich and
prosper; he gives the imprisoned herds of the illumined Dawn to the man of the sacrifice
who desires the godheads. He is himself the Aryan who brings the life of the ignorance
into complete subjection to the higher life so that it yields up to it all the wealth it holds.
The use of the words ārya and arya to signify the gods, not only in this but in other
passages tends to show in itself that the opposition of Arya and Dasyu is not at all a
national or tribal or merely human distinction, but has a deeper significance. The
fighters are certainly the seven Angirases; for they and not the Maruts, which is
Sayana's interpretation of satvabhiḥ, are Indra's helpers in the release of the Cows. But
the three persons whom Indra finds or comes to know by entering among the bright
cows, by possessing the trooping illuminations of the Thought, are more difficult to fix.
In all probability it is these three by whom the seven rays of the Angiras-knowledge are
raised to ten so that they pass successfully through the ten months and release the sun
and the cows; for it is after finding or knowing the two and getting help of the third that
Indra releases the cows of the Panis. They may also be connected with the symbolism
of the three Aryan peoples led by the light and the three luminous worlds of Swar; for
the attainment of the supreme knowledge-vision, upamā ketuḥ, is the final result of
their action and this supreme knowledge is that which has the vision of Swar and stands
in its three luminous worlds, rocanāni, as we find in III.2.14, svardṛšaṃ ketuṃ divo
rocanastham uṣarbudham, “the knowledge-vision that sees Swar, that stands in the
shining worlds, that awakes in the dawn.”12
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